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This lesson is one approach to teaching the State Standards associated with this unit. Districts are encouraged to customize this lesson by

supplementing with district-approved resources, materials, and activities to best meet the needs of learners. The duration for this lesson is

only a recommendation, and districts may modify the time frame to meet students’ needs. To better understand how your district may be
implementing CSCOPE lessons, please contact your child’s teacher. (For your convenience, please find linked the TEA Commissioner’s List of
State Board of Education Approved Instructional Resources and Midcycle State Adopted Instructional Materials.)

Lesson Synopsis

In this lesson, students learn about relative location and use terms to describe relative location, a concept that was briefly mentioned in Unit 1.

This lesson also lays the foundation for the next lesson on locating places within the school community.

TEKS

The Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) listed below are the standards adopted by the State Board of Education, which are

required by Texas law. Any standard that has a strike-through (e.g. sample phrase) indicates that portion of the standard is taught in a

previous or subsequent unit. The TEKS are available on the Texas Education Agency website at http://www.tea.state.tx.us/index2.aspx?

id=6148.

K.4 Geography. The student understands the concept of location. The student is expected to:

K.4A Use terms, including over, under, near, far, left, and right, to describe relative location.

Social Studies Skills TEKS

K.15 Social studies skills. The student communicates in oral and visual forms. The student is expected to:

K.15A Express ideas orally based on knowledge and experiences.

GETTING READY FOR INSTRUCTION

Performance Indicators

Kindergarten Social Studies Unit 02 PI 01

Demonstrate understanding of relative location by using appropriate vocabulary (over, under, near, far, left, right) to orally describe locations of items in the

classroom. 

Standard(s): K.4A , K.15A 

ELPS  ELPS.c.3B , ELPS.c.3D

Key Understandings

Certain terms describe the location of places and objects. 

—    Can I describe the relative location of places and objects?

—    What words describe the relative location of places and objects?

Vocabulary of Instruction

map

location

over

under

left

right

above

below

near

far

relative location

Materials

ball, one per child would be ideal

dog house made from a small box

manipulatives (e.g.,teddy bear counters, Teddy Grahams, or animal crackers) (one per student)
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objects to manipulate (one per child) (such as teddy bear counters, Teddy Grahams, or animal crackers)

playground sand toys, if available

small clear plastic containers (such as strawberry baskets or another similar clear small container (one per child)

small stuffed dog or other stuffed animal

Attachments

All attachments associated with this lesson are referenced in the body of the lesson. Due to considerations for grading or student

assessment, attachments that are connected with Performance Indicators or serve as answer keys are available in the district site and are

not accessible on the public website.

Teacher Resource: Position Vocabulary Flash Cards

Teacher Resource: Position Word Vocabulary Checklist

Resources

None identified.

Advance Preparation

1. Become familiar with content and procedures for the lesson, including the concept of relative location.

2. Refer to the Instructional Focus Document for specific content to include in the lesson.

3. Select appropriate sections of the textbook and other classroom materials that support the learning for this lesson.

4. Preview materials and websites according to district guidelines.

5. Prepare materials and handouts as needed

Prepare the Teacher Resource: Position Vocabulary Flash Cards for use during the lesson.

Make the “dog house” or locate an appropriate substitute. (One option would be to find a photo of a dog house, such as
one found in a Clifford book, to use as a model.)

Locate the stuffed animal to be used to demonstrate relative location.

Locate plastic containers such as strawberry baskets or another similar small container (clear plastic containers work best

so the students can see inside them), one per child.

Locate objects for students to use to manipulate to demonstrate relative location – such as animal crackers, Teddy
Grahams, teddy bear counters, or other small plastic animals (one per child).

Locate balls to use on playground.

Background Information

Relative location – the position of a place in relation to another place is its relative location. All locations are described in relation to some known point.

GETTING READY FOR INSTRUCTION

Teachers are encouraged to supplement and substitute resources, materials, and activities to meet the needs of learners. These lessons are

one approach to teaching the TEKS/Specificity as well as addressing the Performance Indicators associated with each unit. District personnel

may create original lessons using the Content Creator in the Tools Tab. All originally authored lessons can be saved in the “My CSCOPE”
Tab within the “My Content” area.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES

Instructional Procedures

ENGAGE – Relative location

Notes for Teacher

NOTE: 1 Day = 30 minutes

Suggested Day 1 - 5 minutes

1. Hold up the dog house and dog.

2. Place the dog inside the dog house and ask:

Where is the dog? (Answers may vary.)  If no one says “inside the dog
house,” model the language.

3. Tell students that today they are going to learn new words that help tell where

something is located. An example would be:

Materials:

dog house made from a small box

small stuffed dog or other stuffed animal

Purpose:

Introduce the geographical concept of relative location and the

idea that vocabulary is used to describe location. 

TEKS: K4A; K15A
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These words help us describe location. “Inside” is an example of a
word that tells where something is located. We are inside our

classroom. 

EXPLORE – Academic vocabulary Suggested Day 1 (cont’d)   20 minutes

1. Model the language while manipulating the stuffed dog and house to

demonstrate use of the word and its meaning.

Examples:

Move the dog above the dog house and say, Now the dog is above the

dog house.

Move the dog under the house. 

Ask,

Where is the dog now? (Under the dog house.)

Use each of the words below to demonstrate location:

-over

-under

-left

-right

-above

-below

-near

-far

2. After observing the teacher modeling the terms above, student volunteers take

turns using the dog to demonstrate the location and the word to describe the

location.

3. Distribute small containers, one per child, and objects to manipulate, at least

one per child.

4. Explain that students will use their “house” and teddy bear (or other
manipulative) to demonstrate the location word.

5. Students practice using the terms as teacher gives directions such as: (Each

direction may be said more than once to provide more practice.)

Place the teddy bear over the house.

Place the teddy bear under the house.

Face the house.  Place the teddy bear to the left of the house.

Face the house.  Place the teddy bear to the right of the house. 

Place the teddy bear above the house. 

Place the teddy bear below the house. 

Place the teddy bear near the house.

Place the teddy bear far from the house.

6. As students are following directions, the teacher circulates and guides students

who may need assistance.

Materials:

dog house made from a small box

small stuffed dog or other stuffed animal

small clear plastic containers (such as

strawberry baskets or another similar clear small

container (one per child)

manipulatives (e.g.,teddy bear counters, Teddy

Grahams, or animal crackers) (one per student)

Purpose:

Students explore new terms related to location.

TEKS: K4A; K15A

Instructional Notes:

When teaching the difference between left and right, show the

left hand with the index finger extended up and the thumb

extended at a ninety degree angle.  This creates the letter “L”. 

(The other three fingers should be folded down.)  When this is

demonstrated, make sure your back is briefly turned to the

students so the “L” will be displayed properly.

Also, when modeling left and right, the teacher should turn

around so that he/she is facing the same direction as the

students.  If the teacher faces the students while modeling left

and right, the students are seeing a mirror image, which could

be confusing.

Idea for Center use:  Have small containers and manipulatives

available during center time for students to use. 

EXPLAIN – Students demonstrate Suggested Day 1 (cont’d)  5 minutes

1. Students demonstrate to a partner their use of the location terminology by

moving the manipulative as the teacher gives a direction. Students repeat the

sentence.

Materials:

small plastic containers (one per child)

objects to manipulate (one per child) (such as

teddy bear counters, Teddy Grahams, or animal

crackers)

Purpose:

Students demonstrate understanding of relative location and

the use of related specific vocabulary.

TEKS: K4A; K15A

EXPLORE – Relate written word to vocabulary term. Suggested Day 2 - 7 minutes

1. Share with students the word cards found in the Teacher Resource: Position Materials:
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Vocabulary Flash Cards.

2. As each card is shown, read the word aloud and discuss the picture that

illustrates the word.  

3. Use the dog house and dog from the “Engage” piece from Day 1, while reading
each card again and demonstrating with the dog house and dog so students

relate the written word to the picture and the location. 

4. Display the flash cards on the classroom word wall.

dog house made from a small box

small stuffed dog or other stuffed animal

Attachments:

Teacher Resource: Position Vocabulary

Flash Cards

Purpose:

To reinforce vocabulary by using it in a new situation and to

teach the written word that goes with the position word.

TEKS: K4A; K15A

EXPLAIN – Students demonstrate understanding Suggested Day 1 (cont’d)  3 minutes

1. Teacher points to a Teacher Resource: Position Vocabulary Flash Card on

the word wall and students use their manipulatives to demonstrate.

Materials:

small plastic containers (one per child.)

objects to manipulate (one per child)

Attachments:

Teacher Resource: Position Vocabulary

Flash Cards

Purpose:

Demonstrate understanding of the concepts and vocabulary.

TEKS: K4A; K15A

ELABORATE – Read and apply position vocabulary. Suggested Day 2 - 15 minutes

1. Visit the playground. 

2. As the teacher gives directions, the students use their bodies or an object to

kinesthetically demonstrate the meaning of the words. (Modify directions

according the equipment available on the playground.) Examples include:

Throw the ball over the play scape. 

Stand under the slide.

Face the bench. Now line up to the left of the bench.

Face the tree. Now stand to the right of the tree.

Hold the ball above your head.

Place the ball below the ladder.

Stand near the monkey bars.

Stand far from the monkey bars.

Materials:

playground sand toys, if available

ball, one per child would be ideal

Attachments:

Teacher Resource: Position Vocabulary

Flash Cards

Purpose:

Reinforce vocabulary by using it in a new situation.  

TEKS: K4A; K15A

Instructional Note:

Display new position words on the classroom word wall.

EVALUATE – Demonstrating mastery Suggested Day 2 (cont’d)  5 minutes

Kindergarten Social Studies Unit 02 PI 01

Demonstrate understanding of relative location by using appropriate vocabulary (over, under,

near, far, left, right) to orally describe locations of items in the classroom. 

Standard(s): K.4A , K.15A 

ELPS  ELPS.c.3B , ELPS.c.3D

1. Individually or in small groups, students demonstrate their understanding of

relative location by using appropriate vocabulary. (Examples could include: The

paper towel holder is over the sink; the teacher’s desk is near the chalkboard;
the window is left of the cubbies.)

2. Teacher uses the Teacher Resource: Position Vocabulary Checklist and a

rubric to evaluate student grasp of the concept of relative location and the use

of appropriate terminology.

Attachments:

Teacher Resource: Position Vocabulary

Checklist

Instructional Note:

At the beginning of the school year, few students will be able to

write, which makes independent evaluation difficult.  Checklists

are often the most accurate way of evaluating to determine

mastery.  Although evaluation can be started during the social

studies time, very often additional one-on-one time will be

needed to complete the evaluation. This can be completed

during rest time, center time, or any other time when most

students are engaged in an independent activity. Pull students

to talk with you one-on-one.
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Position Vocabulary Flash Cards 
1. Copy on cardstock. 
2. Notch the upper left hand corner so students will always know which direction to hold the card. 
3. Laminate. 
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Position Vocabulary Flash Cards 
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Position Vocabulary Flash Cards 
 

 

 

 
 

  near 
 

 

  far 

All images: Microsoft. (Designer). (2010). Clip art [Web Graphic]. Retrieved from http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/images/ 
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Position Word Vocabulary Checklist 
 

(Check as the student orally describes the placement of an object.)   

 
 

Student Name over under left right above below near far Rubric 
Score 

Jack          

Jill          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          
 

 


